Problem 1. Construct the tree of minimum total length between the n nodes. (A tree is a graph with one and only one path between every two nodes.)
In the course ol the construction that we present here, the branches are subdivided into three sets:
I. the branches definitely assigned to the tree under construction (they will form a subtree) ; IL the branches from which the next branch to be added to set I, will be selected;
III. the rernaining branches (rejected or not yet considered)'
The nodes are subdivided into two sets: A. the nodes connected by the branches of set I, B. the remaining nodes (one and only one branch of set II will lead to each of these nodes).
We stalt the construction by choosing an arbitrary node as the only member of set A, and by placing all branches that end in this node in set II. To start with, set I is empty. From then onwalals we Pedorm the following two steps repeatedly.
Step 1. The shortest branch of set II is removed from this set and added to set I. As a result one node is transferred from set B to set I . Slep 2. Consider the branches leading from the node, that has just been transferred to set A, to the nodes that are still in set B. If the branch under consideration is longer than the corresponding branch in set II, it is rejected; it it is shorter, it replaces the corresponding branch in set II, and the latter is rejected.
We then return to step I and repeat the process until sets II and B are empty. The branches in set I form the tree required,
The solution given here is to be prelerred to the solution given by J. B. Knusxar the data for at most r branches, viz. the branches in sets I and II and the bmnch under consideration in step 2.
Problem 2. Find the path of rninimum total lengtl between two given nodes P and Q.
We use the fact that, if R is a node on the minimal path from P to Q, knowledge of the latter implies the knowledge of the minimal path from P to Ä. In the solution presented, the minimal paths from P to the other nodes are constructed in order of increasing length until Q is reached.
Iu the cou$e of the solution the nodes are subdivided into three sets: A. the nodes for wbLich the path o{ nrinimum lengti from P is known; nodes will be added to this set in order of increasing minimum path length from node P; B. the nodes from which the next node to be added to set A will be selected; this set comprises all those nodes that are connected to at least one node of set A but do not yet belong to A themselves; C. the remaining nodes. The branches are also subdivided into three sets: L the branches occurring in the minimal paths ftom node P to the lodes in set A; IL the branches from which the oext brancl to be placed in set I will be selected; one and only one branch of this set will lead to each node in set B;
III. the remaining branches (rejected or not yet considered).
To start with, all nodes are iu set C and all branches are in set IIL We now transfer node P to set A and from then onwards repeatedly perform the following steps.
Slep 7. Consider all branches z connecting the node just transfeired to set A with nodes R in sets B or C. If node R belongs to set B, we investigate whether the use of branch z gives rise to a shorter path Jrom P to R than the known path that uses the corresponding branch in set II. If this is not so, branch r is rejected; if, however, use of branch z resu.lts in a shorter connexion between P and .R than hitherto obtaiaed, it replaces the corresponding branch in set II and the Latter is rejected. If the node.R belongs to set C, it is added to set B and branch r is added to set II. SleP 2. Elery node in set B can be connected to node P in only one way if we restrict ourselves to branches from set I and one from set II. In this sense each node in set B has a distance from node P: the node with minimum distance from P is transferred from set B to set A, and the corresponding branch is transferred from set II to set I. We then retum to step I and repeat the process until node Q is transferred to set A. Then the solution has been found. Remark 1. The above process can also be applied in the case where the length of a branch depends on the direction in which it is traversed.
Remark 2. For each branch in sets I and II it is advisable to lecord its two nodes (in order of increasing distance from P), and the distance between P and that node of the branch that is furthest from P. For the branches of set I this Two Pioblems in Con[exion with GraDhs )71 is the actual minimum distance, for the branches of set II it is onlv the minimum thus far obtained.
The solution given above is to be preferred to the solution by L. R. FoRD [A] as dcscribed by C. Brncn [4j, for, irrespective of the number of branches, wJ need not store the data for all branches simultaneouü but only those for the branches in sets I and II, and this number is alwa5n less than n, Furthermore, the amount of work to be done seems to be considerably less. t2l t3l t4l
